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Bacterio(phages) are specific viruses for bacteria, being their natural enemies. When the genome 
of a phage is integrated into the host bacterial genome, it is named prophage. These are a latent 
form of phages, in which the viral genes can increase the virulence and/or fitness characteristics 
of the host. This life cycle - lysogenic - does not cause the bacterial cell to rupture. Prophages 
have already been identified in most pathogenic bacteria, providing them better chances of 
survival. In the case of Helicobacter pylori, a human gastric pathogen that causes, among others, 
chronic gastritis, peptic ulcers, and adenocarcinoma, the presence of important prophage genes 
in their genomes has already been identified. In our work, a total of 109 complete genomes of 
human isolates of H. pylori and plasmids, deposited in NCBI archives, between November 5, 2015, 
and February 21, 2020, and 19 complete genomes of Portuguese clinical isolates, were screened, 
regarding the presence of prophages. For that, two of the most widely used web servers for 
identifying putative prophages in bacterial genomes were used: Phaster and Prophage Hunter. 
With the use of Phaster, 78 prophage sequences were identified, 6 of which were intact (7.7 %). 
Regarding Prophage Hunter, 199 prophages were identified, in a total of 17 active (8.5 %). The 
differences observed in the number of prophages identified by each tool is probably due to 
variances in the identification methods that each tool uses, as already reported. However, the 
intact sequences identified in Phaster were also predicted, in the same strains, in Prophage 
Hunter. These results suggest a high probability of these strains having inducible sequences of 
prophages in their genomes. The use of web servers for the rapid identification and annotation 
of prophage sequences in bacterial genomes and plasmids has been growing, helping to direct 
laboratory experiments more easily. In this work, we observed some differences in the results 
between the two tools used, concluding that new prophage prediction tools using Machine-
Learning are required to predict more accurately this important viral sequences. 
  
